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The images taken by the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 
(HiRISE) show that meter-scale boulders, as observed by landers [1] 
and rovers [2], are present across the entire surface of Mars. Both Mars 
Orbiter Camera (MOC) [3] and HiRISE images show that boulders tend 
to cluster in the northern plains, often along the edges of thermal 
contraction polygons [4]. Several processes have been suggested to 
explain this apparent clustering, including gravitational slumping [3], 
[5], cryoturbation [3], and a complex frost-dependent model [6]. In this 
work, we measure the extent and degree of boulder clustering in the 
northern plains quantitatively using the Martian Boulder Automatic 
Recognition System (MBARS) to automatically locate and measure 
boulder dimensions in HiRISE images. We use two transects of HiRISE 
images (Figure 1) to assess how the clustering changes across the 
surface. Spatial autocorrelation via Moran’s i test [7] determines the 
degree of clustering.

• Manually counting boulders time consuming and impractical
• Segments shadows from HiRISE images multiple ways
• Interprets boulder size and location from shadow dimensions 
• Relies on methodology described by Golombek in 2008 [1]
• In development, come back next year for more details!
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• Boulders are observed to cluster in several ways
• Polygon-edge and rubble pile clustering are observed [3], [4]
• Several models proposed [3], [5], [6]
• Mechanisms depend on several factors:
 o Ground, subsurface, and atmospheric temperature
 o Depth and thickness of subsurface ice
 o Seasonal temperature changes

Boulder Clustering on Mars

• Expecting 4 patterns to dominate
 o Polygon-edge clustering
 o Rubble pile clustering
 o Crater-ejecta distributions
 o Random uniform distribution
• Moran’s i test  can distinguish between patterns
 o Gives i-value: a measure of spatial autocorrelation present  
• Polygon-edge and rubble pile clustering give high i values
• Crater and random uniform distributions give lower i values

• Quantitative, widespread measures of boulder clustering
• Changes in clustering behavior with latitude
 o Factors that weaken or stop clustering
 o Switch between different styles of clustering
 o Response to geographic and topographical shifts

Clustering Analysis

Can measures of spatial autocorrelation 
detect clustering in boulder �elds on Mars?

Will quantitative measures of clustering 
distinguish possible clustering mechanisms?

Will the behavior and intensity of 
clustering change with latitude?

N

Distribution   Moran’s i   p-norm
Random Uniform  .00018   .411
Crater Ejecta   .00211   .0037
Rubble Pile    .00546   1 · 10-12
Polygon-Edge   .00788   0
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Table 1. Moran’s i values for simulated distributions, including the rubble 
pile (a) and polygon edge (c) clustering seen in Figure 5. The p-norm value 
represents the confidence in calculated i value.

Preliminary results from Moran’s i

Figure 1. A MOLA map of mars showing the two image series labeled, transect 1 and 2. The loca-
tion of Figure 2 is marked with a star.

Figure 2. An image of patterned ground in HiRISE image TRA_000828_2495. Several degraded impact craters are 
visible. This image was analyzed in Golombek’s 2008 work, and serves as a test image for the project. The red box 

shows the location of Figure 3. North is marked on the image and illumination is from the lower right.

Figure 3. A subset of Figure 1 from a crater rim showing 
some thermal contraction features and boulders. North 

is marked and illumination is from the lower right.

Figure 4. Results from segmentation of Figure 3. This 
has isolated the shadows to measure the size and loca-

tion of the boulders that cast shadows.

Figure 5.  These four images show two examples of 
simulated boulder distributions and their appearance 
on the Martian surface. a) simulated rubble pile clus-

tering and b) rubble pile clustering as seen in 
PSP_001404_2490 (Image modified from [3]). c) 
simulated polygon-edge clustering and d) polygon 

edge clustering as seen in PSP_08219_2470 (image 
modified from [4]). Moran’s I values for the simu-

lated distributions are presented in Table 1.
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Can boulders be automatically detected, 
located, and measured in HiRISE images?


